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Abstract: File sharing in clouds means that users store and share their files in clouds, which can
greatly improve the utilization rate of the files. Traditionally, users in clouds are assumed to be
willing to store and share their files in clouds, where the security and efficiency issues are discussed.
However, little works involve the incentives for users to share files in clouds. That is, why user
are willing to share files in clouds. In this paper, we delve into users’ incentives for using the
cloud system to store and share their files towards the view of game theory. More specifically, the
process of file sharing is reduced to an infinitely repeated prisoner’s dilemma (PD) game and the
action of sharing files in clouds is considered as the action of cooperation in the infinitely repeated
PD game. The main task of this paper is to find proper strategies such that users in clouds have
incentives to share their files with others. To complete this task, we incorporate Win-Stay-Lose-Shift
(WSLS) strategy into file sharing and simulate it compared with Tit-for-Tat (TFT) strategy in clouds.
Simulation results show that WSLS is an optimal strategy for users to share their files in clouds.
That is, the rounds needed for users to adopt cooperation when they take WSLS are fewer than those
when they take TFT. Furthermore, WSLS is robust for unintentional deviation and returns to mutual
cooperation after deviation. However, TFT is not robust for unintentional deviation. Thus WSLS is
better than TFT for users to share files in clouds.
Keywords: File sharing, Win stay lose shift strategy, Game theory, Cloud computing.
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Cloud computing refers to the usage, through Internet,
of diverse applications as if they were installed in user’s
computer, independently of platform and location. Cloud
computing environments are triggered by the widely used
Internet connected systems and distributed applications.
Users and clients purchase computing power whenever they
need under cloud computing environments. Some web-based
applications operate in the software as a service (SaaS)
model, such as Google Docs and Customer Relationship
Management Zhou et al. (2010). The frameworks and
environments of cloud computing may undertake various
issues in distributed and ubiquitous computing systems. The
availability of infrastructure as a service (IaaS) and platform
as a service (PaaS) environments are building blocks for
cloud computing based applications. Furthermore, they also
stimulate the research and development of technologies to
support new applications. In a word, the emergence of
cloud computing is a new revolution in IT technology since
it reconstructs business models on the way IT industry
working. Cloud storage is an evolving service-oriented
paradigm, which provides new options for supporting
data management functions with different economics and
operational characteristics. One of the basic tasks for users is
to easily access files stored in clouds. That is, cloud storage
can offer a platform for users to share their data except
storing. Data sharing is crucial to many collaborative works
and can enhance data utilization ratio in clouds.
Previous works pay attention to the security issues
in outsourcing data Ficco (2013); Xiao and Han (2014).
However, the incentive for users to share is a basic problem
in file or data sharing. If users have no incentives to share
their data or store their data into cloud storage, the issue of
discussing cloud storage security loses its significance. In this
paper, we discuss the incentives for users to store or share
their data in clouds by utilizing game theory. In game theory,
users have the property of utilities and they will achieve
different utilities according to whether they are willing to
share their data. Towards the view of game theory, users wish
to maximize their utilities when they interact with other users
in clouds by taking optimal strategies. The main task of this
paper is to find optimal strategies for users in clouds such that
each of them has incentives to share data. In the following
sections, we abuse the notion of file sharing as data sharing in
clouds.

which invents a prototype file manager revealing file sharing
activity Whalen et al. (2008). There are also some filesharing systems. Voida et al. probe into the way users share,
the faults in sharing, and how these faults reflect a gap in
sharing practices supported by current sharing tools Voida
et al. (2006). Rader analyzes difficult problems of shared
files within a hierarchical filing structure Rader (2009) and
problems of labeling files for an audience Rader (2010).
Muller et al. discuss the role of “information curators” in
file sharing systems and present better tools in larger file
sharing services in order to manage groups of files Muller
and Feinberg (2010). His sequence work presents several
usage patterns for file sharing in the enterprise Muller et al.
(2010). Shami et al. discuss the problem of social file sharing
system for enterprise and provide a strong foundation for this
problem Shami et al. (2011). Wang et al. propose a middleware “mCloud” between cloud storage and clients in order
to provide data sharing service by using the technologies
like virtualization, chunking and caching Wang et al. (2010).
Canedo et al. stress on the problem of trust in file sharing
within clouds environment Canedo et al. (2011). Xu et al.
put forward a certificateless proxy re-encryption scheme for
secure data sharing within public cloud Xu et al. (2012).
Game theory concerns with the mutual communications
between participants, where they dedicated to understand
the intricacies of collaborative interaction among players
with conflicting interests. Game theory has been successfully
applied to various problems such as congestion control,
routing and networking Altman et al. (2006); Roughgarden
(2010), fairly allocating resource for cloud computing
services Ge et al. (2012); Niyato et al. (2011), detecting
intrusion Lo et al. (2010), cheating in clouds computing
Carroll and Grosu (2011); Hu et al. (2012) and cooperating
to share files Yang et al. (2012) etc. Yang et al. studied
cooperative communication Yang et al. (2012), where nodes
in networks make decisions in line with their interests. Zhang
et al. delve into the interactions among users within the file
sharing applications. They incorporate the TFT strategy into
the file sharing game such that a connection is set up when
both users find this connection beneficial. Furthermore, they
prove that Nash equilibrium exists in several games and find
the loss of efficiency due to selfish behavior is inevitable
even though TFT is considered as a panacea to prevent selfish
behaviors. Game theory can also be used in secret sharing
schemes, where rational parties only want to maximize their
utilities Halpern and Teague (2004); Wang et al. (2014, 2013).

1.1 Related works

1.2 Motivations and contributions

File sharings include architectures for enterprise usage Li
et al. (2004); Schwartz (2007). However, these works do not
consider the enterprise practice or collaboration problems.
File sharing is widely used in various fields such as media
sharing, computer network and protocol issues Christin et al.
(2005); Johnson et al. (2009). Tang et al. propose the
“LiveWire” and “Consolidarity” project using common files
of enterprise users to make file sharing easier Tang et al.
(2007). Whalen et al. put forward a user-centered process

The motivation of introducing rational file sharing derives
from the intuition of rational secret sharing (RSS). In RSS, the
crucial point is how to encourage parties to send others their
shares, which just like cooperation with others in PD game.
In fact, the utility of RSS scheme follows the definition in PD
game. Since mutual cooperation rarely appears in one-shot
PD game, there often need multiple rounds for rational parties
to exchange their shares in RSS schemes. The multiple-round
interactions in RSS are similar to infinitely iterated PD games.
Therefore, we may use the strategies in infinitely iterated
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PD games about mutual cooperation to encourage parties to
send others shares in RSS schemes. Previous works achieve
various results about RSS Micali and Shelat (2009); Wang
et al. (2012a,b).
RSS solves the problem how to securely share a secret
among distrustful parties while file sharing in clouds solves
the problem how to securely share files among distrustful
parties. These two problems have some similarities. For
example, they both discuss how to share something among
distrustful parties considering security issues. Therefore, we
can borrow the notion of rational parties from RSS to apply
in file sharing on the basis of cloud. Rational parties in
RSS are neither semi-honest nor malicious. They decide to
participate in RSS only when cooperation can maximize their
utility. Similarly, parties who want to share files in clouds are
no longer simply assumed to be willing to share their files
with other. That is, rational parties in clouds are not simply
divided into two kinds, willing to share file or not willing
to. Instead, they decide whether to share files according to
their utilities. If sharing files can maximize their utility, then
they share; Otherwise, not share. This property is similar to
that of rational parties in RSS. Just like the scenario in RSS,
the action cooperate (denoted as C) in file sharing means
that parties are willing to share with others, while the action
defect (denoted as D) means the opposite direction. The
utility definition is also similar to RSS. To successfully share
files in clouds and get optimal utility, the file sharing scheme
should be designed such that parties are willing to adopt C.
Therefore, there should be multiple rounds in files sharing.
That is, the utility definition in RSS can directly apply in the
scenario of file sharing in clouds. Furthermore, file sharing in
clouds can also be considered as infinitely iterated PD games
and its main task is still how to encourage mutual cooperation
among parties in clouds. In other words, rational file sharing
means that parties in clouds decide whether to share their files
according to their utility and their main target is to maximize
their utility. Fig. 1 presents the relationships between rational
secret sharing and rational file sharing. They both use the
utility definition derived from PD game and their main targets
are both encourage cooperation among distrustful rational
parties.
Recall that cooperation rarely appears in one shot PD
game and multiple rounds are often introduced into rational
file sharing in clouds. Therefore rational file sharing can
be considered as infinitely iterated PD game. Towards the
view of infinitely iterated PD game, there are many strategies
to encourage mutual cooperation like TFT strategy Axelrod
(1990). Axelrod conducted computer tournaments in order to
find the optimal strategies. There were altogether 16 entries
in the first round and 63 in the second round. The simplest
TFT strategy won in both tournaments. The basic idea of TFT
strategy is to make parties cooperate in the first round and
then do whatever actions the opponents did in the previous
round. The successful TFT strategy inspired subsequent
researches. However, there are still two shortcomings.
1. TFT is not robust for noise. For example, two parties
interact with each other, if one defects by mistake,
then his opponent will defect in the following rounds.

PD game
Derived
Secret sharing

Utility

Rational secret
sharing

File sharing in
cloud

Rational file
sharing

Main target: cooperation

Figure 1 The relationships between rational secret sharing and
rational file sharing.

Finally, mutual defect will be the result till the end of
the protocol/game. TFT punishes any defect even it is
unintentional. Once one mistake appears, they have no
chance to go back to mutual cooperation. It is obviously
undesirable for parties who wish to cooperate.
2. TFT is not evolutionarily stable. For example, suppose
in clouds, some parties adopt cooperate strategy (CS)
all through the rounds and some others adopt TFT
strategy. CS and TFT have the same utility if there is no
noise. However, the abundance of CS can increase by
random shift. Once the abundance surpasses a certain
threshold, parties will adopt defect strategy (DS) all
through the rounds.
WSLS is put forward as a simple strategy to overcome the
above two shortcomings Nowak and Sigmund (1993). The
basic idea of WSLS for two parties’ game is as the following.
1. If the outcome for the first party is (C, C) or (D, C)
in the current round, then the first party will adopt the
same action in the next round.
2. If the outcome for the first party is (D, D) or (C, D)
in the current round, then the first party will adopt the
opposite action in the next round.
Fig. 2 presents the cases where both parties use WSLS
strategies. Fig. 3 presents the cases where both parties use
TFT strategies. Fig. 4 presents the case where one party
adopts TFT strategy and the other adopts WSLS strategy. In
Fig. 2, 3 and 4, the sub-figures (a) denote that no parties
deviate, (b) denote that the first party deviates unilaterally
while the second party does not deviate, (c) denote that
the second party deviates unilaterally while the first party
does not deviate, and (d) denote both parties deviates
simultaneously in the same round. From these figures, it is
evident that WSLS can reach mutual cooperation when one
or two parties adopt D by mistake, while TFT can not correct
this mistake till the end round.
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Figure 2 The WSLS strategy.
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Figure 3 The TFT strategy.

parties decide whether to send his shares to his opponent.
The protocol of file sharing consists of multiple rounds just
like RSS for parties to interact. The main task in the protocol
is how to boost cooperation among parties in clouds. The
contributions of this paper are as follows.
• The incentives for parties to share files in clouds are
considered using game theory. The seminal idea of this
paper is to borrow the notion of rational parties in file
sharing on the basis of cloud computing. To the best
of our knowledge, utilities are first introduced in file
sharing when parties belong to a social cloud.
• Following the basic idea of RSS, we propose the notion
of rational file sharing in clouds and its main task is
still how to boost cooperation among distrustful parties
just like those in RSS. In this paper we use WSLS
strategy to replace the commonly used TFT strategy in
iterated PD game. Here we take different step in the
same direction to encourage cooperation.
• To better illustrate the theory results, we simulate the
results at the last section by assuming that parties come
from Zachary network. The simulation results show
that rational parties are inclined to take cooperation
within fewer rounds when they take WSLS strategy
than the scenario when they take TFT strategy.
Mutual cooperation brings higher utility for rational
parties. That is, the fewer rounds parties need, the higher
utility they will get. Therefore WSLS is optimal for rational
file sharing in clouds.

1.3 Organization
TFT
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C

C
D

D
D

(c)
TFT
WSLS

……C
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C
C

C
C
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D

D
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D ……

(d)
Figure 4 One party for TFT strategy and one for WSLS.

The basic idea of this paper is as follows. Parties in
clouds are considered as rational who have action set and
utility function. They are connected in clouds especially a
social cloud. In this paper, we take Zachary network as an
example and assume that parties belong to this network. As
rational parties, they decide whether to share their files in
clouds according to their utility. This is the key point which
is different from previous works. Sharing files in clouds is
considered as cooperating with others, otherwise as defecting
from others. This is similar to the process of RSS, where

The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents some preliminaries such as utility, Nash equilibrium
and cloud computing. Section 3 presents a model of file
sharing in clouds by using WSLS strategy. Utilities under
various conditions are considered in this section according
to different strategies they adopt. Section 4 simulates the
cooperation level in file sharing, compared with that of
using TFT strategy. Zachary network is introduced to better
illustrate the relationship of parties in cloud. Suppose parties
come from Zachary network and they interact with each
other as in a social network using TFT or WSLS strategies.
Results show that the cooperation level in the network where
parties use WSLS strategy is distinct higher than the network
where parties use other strategies including TFT. Section 5
concludes this paper and presents some future works.

2 Preliminaries
2.1 Utility and Nash equilibrium
Utility definition is the key point in rational scenarios
since parties adopt actions according to it. In this paper
we follow the utility definition derived from PD game as
most RSS settings. For simplicity, we use simultaneous
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Table 1 The utility for rational parties

HH Pj
H
Pi HH
Cooperate (C)
Defect (D)

Cooperate (C)

Defect (D)

(U, U )
(U + , U −− )

(U −− , U + )
(U − , U − )

channels instead of non-simultaneous ones such that utility
can be presented in matrix form. Let Γ(P, A, U ) denote
a PD game, where P = {Pi }i∈N and N = {1, 2, ..., n} (a
finite set of players). Furthermore, let A = ×i∈N Ai , where
Ai is a finite action set of player Pi . In this paper, Ai =
{cooperate (C), def ect (D)}, where the action cooperate
(denoted as C) means that parties are willing to sharing
with others, while the action defect (denoted as D) means
the opposite direction. Let U = {ui }i∈N be the utility set
of players. In the setting of rational file sharing, the utility
definition should be adjusted to this setting. Let µi (o) be
the utility of party Pi with the outcome o, and δi (o) be
an indicatorPdenoting Pi sharing his files with others, and
num(o) = i δi (o) denote the aggregated number of parties
who are willing to share files with Pi . According to Halpern
and Teague (2004) we make the utility function assumptions
as:
• δi (o) > δi (o0 ), then µi (o) > µi (o0 ), i.e., players prefer
to share files with others.
• if δi (o) = δi (o0 ), then num(o) < num(o0 ), and
µi (o) > µi (o0 ), i.e., Pi prefers strategies in which the
fewest number of parties are willing to share files with
others.
For two rational parties, there are altogether four
outcomes according to the action set.
• ui = U + , if Pi shares the file while Pj does not, ∀j 6=
i;
• ui = U , if both Pi and Pj share the file where j 6= i;
• ui = U − , if neither Pi nor Pj shares the file where j 6=
i;
• ui = U −− , if Pj shares the file while Pi does not, ∀j 6=
i;
where U + >U >U − >U −− > 0 holds, otherwise players have
no incentive to participate in the protocol for they are
rational players acting according to their own benefits (this is
much like the scenario in prisoner’s dilemma game Axelrod
(1990)). Tab. 1 is the utility matrix for two rational parties.
Just like rational secret sharing schemes, the most
important notion in rational file sharing is also Nash
equilibrium Osborne and Rubinstein (2004) which enables
parties not to deviate from the protocol so that the
construction can be completed. Roughly speaking, a
protocol induces a Nash equilibrium if no party gains any
advantages by deviating from the protocol, as long as all
other parties follow the protocol. Halpern and Teague suggest
to design protocols that induce a Nash equilibrium surviving

IDOWDS which is used in subsequent work of Abraham
et al. (2006); Gordon and Katz (2006); Lysyanskaya and
Triandopoulos (2006). Researchers propose various schemes
to overcome the drawbacks of IDOWDS such as everlasting
equilibrium and strict Nash equilibrium Katz (2008); Kol
and Naor (2008a,b). We follow the definitions in game
def
theory scenario where ~σ = (σ1 , ..., σi−1 , σi , σi+1 , ..., σn ),
def
def
~σ−i = (σ1 , ..., σi−1 , σi+1 , ..., σn )
and
(σi0 , ~σ−i ) =
0
0
(σ1 , ..., σi−1 , σi , σi+1 , ..., σn ). (σi , ~σ−i ) denotes the strategy
vector ~σ with Pi adopting σi0 while others obey the specified
strategies assigned by ~σ .
We say σi ∈ Ai weakly dominates σi0 ∈ Ai relative to ~σ−i
if
ui (~σ ) ≥ ui (σi0 , ~σ−i ).
Then ~σ is a Nash equilibrium if, for all i, the action σi weakly
dominates all actions in Ai relative to ~σ−i . We give formal
definition of Nash equilibrium.
Definition 2.1: A strategy ~σ induces a Nash equilibrium if
for any player Pi and any strategy σi0 , it holds that
ui (σi0 , σ−i ) ≤ ui (~σ ).

2.2 Cloud computing
Cloud computing is called the fifth utility together with
electricity, water, telephony and gas Buyya et al. (2009),
which has been changing the way computer resources have
been allocated and assigned. Consumers accessed the utilities
and paid for the service without concerning the way the
services generated. Cloud computing presents a paradigm
in the way of computing resources acquisition. Before the
advent of cloud computing, users either purchase outright or
leased from data center in order to get computing resources
at fixed rate no matter how may resources you utilized.
Now with the convenient brought by cloud computing, users
can access the computing services in a similar way and
pay only for the services they accessed. Cloud computing
consists of cloud service providers and customers. The former
ones host their services on the Internet and provide them
to the prospective customer. The latter ones may access
these services when needed and only pay for the accessed
service. Through virtualized systems, service providers can
sold the same resource to different customers such that
they can achieve maximum utilization fro the resources.
On the other hand, the customers using virtualized system
feel like that the resources are belonged to them although
in fact the resources are shared among various customers
de Assuncao et al. (2009). Fig. 5 presents the architecture of
cloud computing. It can be seen that cloud computing consists
of five layers: software as a service (SaaS) layer, platform
as a service (PaaS) layer, infrastructure as a service (IaaS)
layer Vecchiola et al. (2009), virtualized hardware layer and
physical hardware layer.
SaaS models the software deployment over the Internet.
IaaS provides raw computer infrastructure in terms of virtual
computers in clouds computing. PssS provides facilities
and applications programming interfaces (API) to support
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Software as a Service (SaaS) Layer
Platform as a Service (PaaS) Layer
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) Layer
Virtualized Hardware Layer
Physical Hardware Layer

Whether share files

Figure 5 The architecture of cloud computing.

the whole life cycle of web applications and services. The
virtualized hardware layer and physical hardware layer are
made up by server class computers in data centers, clusters,
grids, storage networks etc.

Figure 6 The fame for parties in cloud.

will cooperate in the file sharing. The total utility Unodeviation
for both parties is denoted in Equation (1):

3 File sharing in clouds with WSLS
As Maleka et al. (2008), Γ(n, m) denotes the infinitely
repeated PD game where n is the number of parties and
m is the parties’ set who participate in the game to share
files. In this paper, we consider that parties belong to the
cloud computing. When one party shares files with others,
he is considered as a resource providers and the receiver
is considered as a consumer who will receive the resource.
Therefore, the protocol of file sharing can be regarded as
cloud computing. In Γ(n, m), each party may choose the
other party in clouds computing to share his files. However,
in previous RSS schemes, no party is willing to share his
files with his opponent. Although we have introduced TFT
strategy into file sharing in our previous works, TFT still has
some shortcomings. Thus, in this paper, we introduce WSLS
strategy to overcome these shortcomings. As shown in section
1, WSLS is robust for noise and evolutionarily stable. Section
1 only shows how two parties interact when they adopt TFT
and WSLS strategies respectively. Here we will show how
they interact in clouds computing.
We first analyze the simplest case, where only two parties
in file sharing and assume that at the first round of the infinite
file sharing parties both cooperate with each other. Fig. 6
presents the fame for parties in cloud. In Fig. 6, the dotted
line denotes that it seems two parties decide whether to share
files with the other party. In fact, the real interaction between
them is through cloud. Then we will discuss a complex case,
where a number of parties participate in file sharing and they
may adopt cooperation or defect according to their groups.
If no parties deviate from cooperation, then both parties will
cooperate till the end of the file sharing. Note that we only
discuss infinite file sharing in this paper and leave the file
sharing case for future works.
As the infinite PD game, there is a discount factor
δ ∈ (0, 1) when computing the utility. For example, one
utility today may decrease to δ tomorrow, δ 2 the day after
tomorrow and so on. When no parties deviate, both parties

U + δU + δ 2 U + δ 3 U + ... =

U
.
1−δ

(1)

In Fig. 7, both parties adopt TFT strategy and the second
party deviates at the (t + 1)th round hoping to achieve a
better utility. When the second party deviates at the (t + 1)th
round, the first party will defect at the (t + 2)th round and the
second party will cooperate since the first party cooperates
at the (t + 1)th round. At the (t + 3)th round, the first party
cooperates and the second party defects according to the rules
of TFT strategy. Therefore, both parties alternately cooperate
and defect at the following rounds. To analyze whether parties
can achieve better utility through deviating, we only discuss
the utility of the deviating party. The second party will obtain
U during the first t rounds, U + at the (t + 1)th round, U −−
at the (t + 2)th round, U + at the (t + 3)th round and so on.
The total utility UT F T for this case considering the discount
factor is denoted in Equation (2):
1...t
TFT
TFT

t+1

t+2

t+3
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Figure 7 One party deviates when both of them adopt TFT.

U + ... + δ t U + δ t+1 U + + δ t+2 U −− + δ t+3 U + + ...
= U + ... + δ t U + (δ t+1 U + + δ t+3 U + ...)
+ (δ t+2 U −− + δ t+4 U −− + ...)

(2)

t

=

U (1 − δ )
1
1
+ δ t+1 U +
+ δ t+2 U −−
.
2
1−δ
1−δ
1 − δ2

In Fig. 8, both parties adopt WSLS strategy and the second
party deviates at the (t + 1)th round hoping to achieving a
better utility. When the second party deviates at the (t +
1)th round, the first party will defect at the (t + 2)th round,
which is the opposite action at the (t + 1)th round, since the
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outcome at the (t + 1)th round is (C, D) for him. On the
other hand, the second party will continue defect, which is the
same action to the (t + 1)th round, since the the outcome at
the (t + 1)th round is (D, C) for him. Since the outcome at
the (t + 2)th round is (D, D), both parties will cooperate at
the (t + 3)th round according to the rules of WSLS strategy.
Therefore in the following rounds, both parties will turn back
to mutual cooperation. The second party will obtain U during
the first t rounds, U + at the (t + 1)th round, U − at the (t +
2)th round, U at the (t + 3)th round and U in the following
rounds. The total utility UW SLS for this case considering the
discount factor is denoted in Equation (3):
1...t
WSLS
WSLS

t+1

t+2

t+3

C……C

C

C

C

D

C

C

C

……

C……C

C

C

D

D

C

C

C

……

U + ... + δ t U + δ t+1 U + + δ t+2 U − + δ t+3 U −−
+ δ t+4 U + + δ t+5 U − + δ t+6 U −− + ...
= U + ... + δ t U + (δ t+1 U + + δ t+4 U + + ......)
(4)

+ (δ t+2 U − + δ t+5 U − + ......)
+ (δ

t+3

U

−−

+δ

t+6

U

−−

+ ......)

−
−−
U
U
t+2 U
t+3 U
+
δ
+
δ
.
+ δ t+1
1−δ
1 − δ3
1 − δ3
1 − δ3
+

=

4 Simulation results
To analyze whether the second party achieves a better utility
by deviating, we draw the utility functions in Equation
(1)(2)(3)(4), where δ ∈ (0, 1). Given U + = 3, U = 2, U − =
1, U −− = 0 and t = 1, which mean that party deviates at the
second round, we have

Figure 8 One party deviates when both of them adopt WSLS.

2
,
1−δ
3δ 2
UT F T = 2 +
,
1 − δ2
2
+ δ2 − δ3 ,
UW SLS =
1−δ
3δ 2 + δ 3
UT F T W SLS = 2 +
.
1 − δ3
Unodeviation =

U + ... + δ t U + δ t+1 U + + δ t+2 U − + δ t+3 U + ...
= U + ... + δ t U + (δ t+1 U + δ t+2 U ) + δ t+3 U + ...
(3)

+ δ t+1 U + + δ t+2 U − − (δ t+1 U + δ t+2 U )
U
=
+ δ t+1 (U + − U ) + δ t+2 (U − − U ).
1−δ

In Fig. 9, the first party adopts TFT strategy and the
second party adopts WSLS strategy. The second party
deviates at the (t + 1)th round hoping to achieve a better
utility. When the second party deviates at the (t + 1)th round,
the first party will defect at the (t + 2)th round since the first
party will adopt the action which the second party adopts
at the (t + 1)th round. The second party will continue to
defect at the (t + 2)th round, which is the same action to
the (t + 1)th round, since the the outcome at the (t + 1)th
round is (D, C) for him. The first party will continue to
defect at the (t + 3)th round since the second party defects
at the t + 2th round. While the second party will change
to cooperate since the outcome of the (t + 2)th round is
(D, D). Consequently, both party will enter into a circulation
consisting three outcomes (C, D), (D, D, (D, C), as shown
in the shadow parts in Fig. 9. The second party will obtain U
during the first t rounds, U + at the (t + 1)th round, U − at the
(t + 2)th round, U −− at the (t + 3)th round and so on. The
total utility UT F T W SLS for this case considering the discount
factor is denoted in Equation (4):

TFT
WSLS
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D
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Figure 9 One party deviates when one adopts WSLS and one
adopts TFT.

Since δ ∈ (0, 1), it satisfies that UW SLS >
Unodeviation > UT F T > UT F T W SLS . Fig. 10 presents the
relationships among the utility functions.

Utility
Unodeviation
UTFT
UWSLS
UTFTWSLS



Discount factor

Figure 10 The comparison among utility functions.

Unodeviation is the base line where no parties deviate.
According to Fig. 10, UW SLS is a little bit higher than the
base line, While UT F T and UT F T W SLS is lower than the
baseline. Therefore, we conclude that WSLS strategy can
bring higher utility than other strategies where exist a mistake
deviation. That is, if both parties take WSLS strategy, the
outcome will finally come back to mutual cooperation even if
one party deviates accidentally. Note that if at least one party
takes TFT strategy, both parties can not come back to mutual
cooperation even if the other party takes WSLS strategy.
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In the above sections, we discuss the settings where
only two parties interact. The simulation results show that
if both parties take WSLS, they will come back to mutual
cooperation even if there are some mistake deviations. In the
following sections, we will discuss how parties interact in
cloud. Here, game theory is introduced into cloud computing
to encourage parties to share their files in cloud. Here, sharing
files with others is deemed as cooperating with others and
not sharing files with others is deemed as defecting from
others. Then file sharing in clouds can be converted as a
game mentioned in section 1. Moreover, the utility definitions
for parties in clouds to share file are the same to Tab. 1.
Therefore, we abuse the notions of cooperation and defect
in file sharing in clouds to denote sharing and not sharing
respectively.
It’s more complex to discuss multi-party case than twoparty case. There are some key problems to solve.

In each round, parties decide whether to share files with
others according to his strategy and utilities. The procedure is
as follows.

1. How these parties connect in cloud. Are they connected
in a complete network.

3. In each round, each party interacts with his neighbors
using TFT or WSLS strategies.

2. How to initialize the action at the beginning round.
3. How to make out a mistake deviation or an intentional
deviation.
To solve the first problem, Zachary network is introduced
to present the connections of parties in cloud. Zachary
network is a classical problem in social network, which
present the relationship of university Karate clubs Zachary
(1977). This is an incomplete network, which means that not
all parties connect with others. To solve the second problem,
we initialize parties’ actions according to which community
they belongs to, since Zachary network is often used in the
study of community structures. More specifically, Zachary
network is first divided into several communities and initial
actions chosen from C or D are assigned to each community
such that parties in the same community have the same initial
actions. To solve the third problem, we do not distinguish
a mistake deviation and an intentional deviation since they
bring no discrimination for rational parties. Therefore, they
are called deviation as an integral.
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Figure 11 The Zachary network.

The cloud is a dynamical system, so file sharing can be
deemed as an infinite process, which includes infinite rounds.

1. To present an incomplete network like Zachary
network using an adjacent matrix, where 1 denotes that
two parties are connected and 0 denotes that they are
not. When two parties connected in the network, they
are called neighbors.
2. Divide the network into several communities using the
clustering algorithm kM eans Cluster, then randomly
assign initial actions to each communities. Parties in
the same community are assigned to the initial action
of the community.

Fig.12 presents the distribution of each pair of neighbors
when both parties adopt TFT strategy. Fig.13 presents the
distribution of each pair of neighbors when one party adopts
TFT strategy while the other adopts WSLS strategy. Fig.14
presents the distribution of each pair of neighbors when
both parties adopt WSLS strategy. In these figures, the point
(x, y, z) denote the outcomes of each neighbor, where z
denotes the index of each party. Note that there are altogether
34 parties in Zachary network. (x, y) (x, y ∈ {0, 1, 2})
denotes the outcome, where 0 denotes the outcome when two
parties are not neighbors, 1 denotes the action of cooperation
and 2 denotes the action of defect. round = i means it is the
result at the i(th) round. The sub-figures (a) in Fig. 12, Fig.
13 and Fig.14 present the initial outcomes for each neighbor.
Fig. 12 (b)(c)(d) present the outcomes when round is 3,50,100
respectively. From these figures, it can be concluded that TFT
can not lead parties to come back to mutual cooperation.
Moreover, the outcomes maintain unchanged from the third
round. Fig. 13 (b)(c)(d) present the outcomes when round is
3,50,100 respectively. From these figures, it can be concluded
that when one party adopts TFT strategy, parties can not reach
mutual cooperation. Distributions of the outcomes are various
in Fig. 13 (b)(c)(d). Fig. 14 (b)(c)(d) present the outcomes
when round is 3,50,100 respectively. From these figures, it
can be concluded that WSLS can lead parties to come back
to mutual cooperation. The outcomes maintain to be (C, C)
from the third round.
The simulation results show that WSLS strategy makes
parties adopt cooperation in fewer rounds. That is, parties will
get higher utility when they both take WSLS rather than other
strategies like TFT. The reason lies in that mutual cooperation
brings higher utility in the long run. Note that although parties
will get a highest utility when he defects while his opponent
cooperates, the winning part will be systematically offset
when considering discount factor. Therefore, it is better for
rational parties in file sharing to take WSLS for the sake of
long-term utility. In consequence, parties are recommended
to take WSLS strategy in rational file sharing in cloud.
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Figure 12 The simulation results when both parties adopt TFT
strategy.
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(d) Round=100

Figure 13 The simulation results when one party adopts TFT
strategy and the other adopts WSLS.
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